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Various types of analog meters are
installed in Japanese factories to monitor
conditions and detect abnormalities in the
manufacturing process. Therefore, human
inspectors have to go around the factory
and visually read the values of the meters,
record the data, and take proper actions if
needed. This work is done manually, which
puts a heavy burden on the inspector and
is prone to human error. The purpose of
this study is to automate the manual
process by using deep learning models of
object detection and image processing.
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We performed experiments to measure
the accuracy of our reading method. We
performed the reading process on 100
images of each scale (1〜10) and the
results are shown in Table 1.
The error for each value is basically

within the range [-0.2, 0.2], which is
within the tolerance for practical
application. The brightness in the image
could cause image processing to fail and
errors to increase. Therefore, it is better to
use the average or median value as the
reading result in multiple frames.

Our proposed method consists of six steps
using the object detection method SSD
(Single Shot Multi-Box Detector) and image
processing. SSD is trained to detect flow
and float. Image processing is used to
normalize the image and improve the
reading accuracy.
Below are the basic steps for automatic 

reading (see Fig. 1):
1. Detect the flow meter using SSD
2. Image normalization
3. Detection of flow meter scale range by

image processing
4. Detect the float using SSD
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5. Estimate the coordinate of the float by
image processing

6. Estimate the value of the flow meter

input step1 step2 step3

step4 & 5

6. calculate 
the scale 
value and 
output it as a 
real number
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Table 1: Reading experiment result
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